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And also the I workshop of CLIL took 
place at ITI G. Marconi on 23 February 
2015. Teachers generally don't have time 
to talk and discuss because they are 
busy with a lot papers, lessons and tests. 
What we managed to do at the CLIL 
workshop was actually this: to talk, 
discuss and exchange ideas about CLIL.
45 Teachers, quite a half from external 
schools, took part in the event, which 
was created as an output of the Erasmus 
+ Mobility Staff project won by Marconi 

last July.

A lot of different topics have been dealt with;  we talked about the English 
knowledge students who attend Italian schools have, and how students at 
different types of schools are at different levels. Teachers have to 
communicate with students and then check their level of preparation when 
they work in groups. 

Students and teachers need proper books, made specifically for the lessons.
We have agreed 

on the point that at the 
moment proper books 
for CLIL do not exist so 
teachers have to 
prepare themselves 
giving their own 
material. Everyone has 
to organize their own 
work, “creating” a text 
book personally. 
Teachers have to use 
listening and videos to 

give students the information. 
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Current school regulations include a collaboration between the language 
teacher and the CLIL teacher, and the teachers, who have to prepare 
themselves for the lessons are not paid (due to the lack of funds). The whole 
system still has to be organized and set up.

Higher level books require lots of work before the actual use; students have 
to be taught words, phrases and topics before they can actually use the 
material.

We discussed the differentiation of activities in class, and how using different 
methods can help students learn the language. Unfortunately schools have 
removed all the funds for teachers who now have to work for free to continue 
their CLIL activities. 

Thanks to all the teachers and their contribution! See you next year!


